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Don’t be anti-social 
with your inbound marketing.





But we can talk about us 
later 



If one more  digital marketer tells me …

“You should be creating an immersive experience”

“You should use more snackable content”

“Go Viral”

“You should get more user generated content”

“I’m a social media guru”

“Twitter is where it is at”

“You need to appeal to millennials”

“You should post more infographics”

… I’m going to go insane!“It’s Traditional vs New”



It only creates more questions …

…how does it actually work? 

…how do we incorporate it into our marketing?

…how do I gain anything back from the effort I’m 
putting in just to keep up with social media?

…what if it isn’t actually for my business?



How many of you are in sales?
How many are involved in marketing?
How many of you go to networking 
events?
How many of you see clients face to face?

So who are you?



It may be called Social Media and 
Inbound Marketing …

… but it’s nothing new. It’s the same 
principles you have had for years. 

It’s nothing new



Let’s try something

Can I have 2 volunteers please?

Audience Participation time



Let’s try something
Can I have 2 volunteers please?

Audience Participation time

NB: This slide wasn’t in the presentation,
but I thought I may need to explain the next slide…

I asked 2 men who had never met before to come up 
on stage –

and give each other a BIG kiss and hug



What makes us different?Perhaps a little 
anti social



• Identify who your prospects are

• Find contact details of suitable 
potential customers

• Add them to your target list

• Contact them old – warm - hot 
prospect

Let’s take a look at the traditional 
sales process



The traditional sales process was very linear.

• Yellow pages style
• Call list
• Remove objections
• Batter them into submission 

Let’s take a look at the traditional 
sales process



The rate of change in how and 
where we communicate

You know from your own experiences how much things have 
changed..
Used to be a phone call, a letter, a brochure or promotional 
leaflet, tactile fixed media.. printed - packed - wrapped, 
stamped and posted.

And also door knocking and handing over your business card



The “not so long ago technology”
Then a new technology 
CD roms

In addition to paper advertising, with 
navigational buttons to flip between 
information easily. 
Rich media animations and videos to 
view on disc. As the web couldn’t 
deliver these large files at that time, it 
was posted, pushed to the recipient.



Push sales & marketing can be quite intrusive:

Hence: 
TPS System
No cold calling To stop us all doing our jobs
NO  cold callers etc etc
To stop us all being pushy and sending stuff they didn’t want or 
need and expecting a sale

The push



What makes us different?Pushy 
to say the least



The “not so long ago” technology

1996 – Economist website



Start of PULL marketing online

1996 – GOOGLE



1996 – GOOGLE

Where business and 
consumers started to 
use search tools online 
(pulling information) 
to find what they 
wanted, needed.

Start of PULL marketing online



"Marketing is the management process responsible for 
identifying, anticipating and satisfying customer 

requirements profitably."

The official academic definition from The Chartered Institute 
of Marketing (CIM)

The definition of marketing



This means the ideas, the brand, how you communicate, the design, print 
process, measuring effectiveness, market research and the psychology of 
consumer behaviour all count as part of the bigger picture of ‘marketing’. 

An understanding of what customers need and value, is central to marketing.
Learning your customers' needs and how you can add value through 
marketing activities paves the way for a successful business in the long term

The definition of marketing



The traditional marketing funnel



Todays marketing funnel



‘Don’t be anti-social with 
your inbound marketing’



New Tech, Same principle



New Tech, Same principle

from printed adverts



New Tech, Same principle

from printed adverts
&

targeted online adverts



 Promoted accounts

 Promoted tweets

 Promoted Trends

 Target users based on keywords in their 
recent tweets and tweets with which they 
recently engaged.

 View metrics for your Promoted Tweets and 
Accounts campaigns, including impressions, 
retweets, clicks, replies and follows.

Paid advertising: 
Twitter



Right hand side placement:

 Facebook display ads

Newsfeed placement:

 Sponsored stories

 Promoted posts

Paid advertising:
Facebook



LinkedIn Ads

 Self-service, for smaller budgets. 

Targeting

 By geography

 By job function & seniority

 By industry & company size

 By gender & age

Budget control

 Pay-by-click or impressions

 No long-term contracts

 Stop ads at any time

Paid advertising:
LinkedIn



 Audience targeting

 Content targeting

 Promoted videos

 TrueView

 Brand Channels

 Partner Watch

 Video targeting tool

 Bespoke marketing programmes

Paid advertising:
YouTube



Promoted Pins

 Self-service

 PPC

 Native look & feel

Analytics & metrics including:

 Impressions

 Repins

 Clicks

 CTR

 Total spend for selected date range

Paid advertising:
Pinterest



 Instagram ads are now available to everyone

 Ads fit very much to the current news feed 
format, with a small blue arrow icon 
indicating sponsored updates.

 The intention is for ‘high quality creative’ ads 
to be delivered on the Instagram network

Paid advertising:
Instagram



Although 95% of B2B marketers have 
created corporate social media accounts, 

half still are not active on social media on a 
regular basis–and just 10% feel they are able 

to articulate the business value of social 
media efforts. 

(MediaPost)



Let’s take a look at where we are 
today. 

Out of the 60 companies that are at the trade show today, 
only 35 of us have social media that is readily available from 

our website.

Of those 35 we have taken a few samples, to have a look at 
some of the good stuff we’re putting out there, and how we 

can be using each platform.















Social is online networking that 
helps: 

•Build brand awareness

•Engage & maintain customer relations 

• Improve inbound traffic for your company 

• Gain insight and use results for research

• Create opportunities for you to sell -



Get talking! 
Produce content



Social’s just chatter right?

Wrong.

By 2020, customers will manage 85% of their relationship 
without talking to a human. 

(Gartner Research)

So we need to update how we manage our customers, and 
how we manage our sales process. 

So how does social get you sales?



Consider it online networking
Same as you may have gone to networking, had an 

introduction, had a discussion with other businesses, handed 
a business card over and perhaps a flyer to build business. 

You’re just doing this online. 

“Content is the virtual salesperson for the long B2B buying cycle.” 
Rachel Balik, Sr. Manager Content Marketing, Demandbase



Use your online presence as your 
upper level sales funnel



Audience Participation time!
• How many of you have bought something from a door salesman 

in the last 6 months?

• How many of you have bought something off a cold call in the 
last 6 months?

• How many of you have googled a product you are thinking of 
buying?

90% of B2B buyers say when they're ready to buy, they'll 
find you 
(Earnest)





As consumers, we know when we 
want to buy

Marketing should no longer be company centric, but customer 
centric. Ready for prospects at any point of the buying cycle. 

“The buyer’s journey is not really a linear path anymore.

It’s more about being ready with the content that prospects need when 
they are making a decision.” 

Dillon Allie, VP of Client Services, HDMZ



So what does this inbound 
marketing look like?



How does Inbound work?
• Attracting the right people with your social media, blogs, and 

using SEO techniques

• Engaging these prospects with landing pages, service pages with 
calls to action and interest forms

• Closing these leads with your case studies and referrals

• Inspiring customers to promote you and your content through 
social and surveys



Everybody up … 
Audience participation time!

Make your way to the back of room. For every statement you would 
interact with online, please take a step forward.
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Make your way to the back of room. For every statement you would 
interact with online, please take a step forward.
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Would you like to hear about 5 tips on how we can improve your social 
marketing, it’ll take around 7 minutes to read?
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Make your way to the back of room. For every statement you would 
interact with online, please take a step forward.

Who loves Fridays?

Would you like to make your job easier?

Would you like to hear about 5 tips on how we can improve your social 
media, it’ll take around 7 minutes to read?

Those of you at the front are our inbound leads.

Everybody up … Audience 
participation time!



The opportunities for push and pull marketing are 
now wide spread. It’s a combination of how you 
utilise the tried and trusted, with new platforms 
and abilities to really identify and nurture your 
prospects in a way they are comfortable with, 

and in control of. 

Push & Pull 



Push & Pull 

Its not one V’s the other
Its about using your content 

effectively.. 
However you choose to 

communicate.. 

“It’s Traditional vs New”



Get organised



Inbound doesn’t happen in a day

Where a lot of people fall down with inbound marketing, and 
social media in particular is they expect instant results. 

"’Build it, and they will come’ only works in the movies. Social 
Media is a ‘build it, nurture it, engage them and they may 

come and stay.’” 

Seth Godin, Author, Permission Marketing



Organise yourself for success
As with any marketing, establishing a goal, and how you will 

reach that goal are essential to manage your time, your efforts 
and your expectations

• What do you want to achieve?

• Who’s going to do it?

• When are they going to do it?

• How are they going to do it?



Get Inspired

Coming up with good content, especially for social 
media is hard. 

You might not have the same budget or social media 
team as bigger companies, but you can use the 

principles of their campaigns as inspiration. 











But also learn from their failures
Social media failures are something we could spend hours on, 
as they happen every day. But we’re going to look at:

• Hijacking hashtags

• Starting campaigns without thinking

• Pushing your product no matter what the circumstances

• Giving all employees access to the company twitter account

• Over automating



Hijacking a trending topic

Using a trending topic to draw attention to your own posts is a 
popular tactic that can really work for your business. So how 
does this go wrong?

• You use the hashtag inappropriately 

• You use hashtags on everything regardless of the content of 
your post





Not thinking about your campaign

Marketing campaigns take a lot of thought, research and 
effort to put together (we should know!). So what can go 
wrong when you run social campaigns? 

• Forgetting to read the room

• Complete and utter backfire





Push the sale, regardless of the 
consequence

As we’ve mentioned, brands can become a little too overexcited 
with pushing their sale straight away on social, so this isn’t great 
practice in the first instance. Can it get any worse?

Yes. 

• Don’t push sales at a traumatic time, it will not be received 
well

• Always be mindful of your timing, and the events going on 
around you





Give access to all your employee’s

Giving access to all employees can cause a number of 
problems:

• Conflict of brand voice due to multiple people posting

• Something inappropriate being posted by mistake

• Or the employees spilling all of the company’s secrets. 
Especially if you have just fired them …. 





Automation isn’t always the 
answer …

Automation is a huge part of the online marketing 
process these days, so it’s quite hard to not use it at 
least a little bit. But why should you beware?

•Posts may end up going out at an inappropriate time

• They may not truly reflect the query at hand





Heading back to the office
• Review your marketing plan - including inbound, and where your 

social fits into that

• Commit to your marketing goals – That includes the people and 
hours you will be putting towards content and social.

• Research that content – Remember to intrigue, inform and entertain

• Do it! – Get that content up online, link as much of it together as you 
can

• Always look back – review, and update where needed, depending on 
what your data says



Need a little help? 
We are certified in inbound marketing, so can share the 
challenge with you of creating, implementing and analysing 
your inbound marketing. 

We can take you through step by step to give you the best 
chance at achieving real results when it comes to inbound. 

If you want to know more about inbound marketing or social 
media for your business, you can visit our blog which has 
hundreds of articles on various marketing topics.



Be responsive to customers needs
in your approach and in your use of technology



Be polite- don’t expect a kiss straight away



Thank you
David & Lauren



Thank you
David & Lauren

Feel free to speak to us at the 
exhibition – Stand 11

Please leave your email with us if you would like a copy of the 
presentation, or any of our articles on social media. 

Connect with us on any of our social media.


